NexGen Networks Lands Large Contract with Major Service Integrator and
Cloud Provider in Asia
Top global enterprises continue to take notice as NexGen expands and enhances its Asia network
infrastructure
NexGen Networks, a leading global provider of ultra high-speed fiber-optic services with a distinctive
customer service approach, has announced that it has secured a major deal to provide global transport
solutions to a major service integrator and cloud provider in Asia. The contract comes on the heels of
several major investments and expansions by NexGen in the region, creating truly expansive global
presence with consistently high service standards.
“NexGen continues to invest considerably in new routes and points of presence in the Asia-Pacific, and
customers in the region with global operations that require a high standard of managed network support
are seeing us as an attractive option,” says NexGen’s Jeffrey Barth. “Our service-surround approach
comprises multifaceted support methods for a resilient, all-around service package that few providers of
truly global transport solutions can match.”
In recent years, NexGen has undertaken numerous steps to build on its network infrastructure in the AsiaPacific region:
 In 2015, NexGen secured backbone capacity on the Transit Europe-Asia (TEA) terrestrial cable
network, which completed a proprietary global circuit that boasts the lowest possible latency for
connections between Asia and Europe, with latency times of 164ms between London and Hong
Kong.
 Also in 2015, NexGen built a new point of presence at the Equinix TY3 datacenter in Tokyo
 In the same year, worked with iAdvantage to create a Hong Kong point of presence
 In 2016, NexGen partnered with China Telecom on a Shanghai point of presence.
NexGen’s commitment to maintaining and proactively enhancing its flexible, dependable, ultra-high speed
global transport solutions continues to win the business of top enterprise customers in the Asia-Pacific
region and around the world.

About NexGen Networks
NexGen Networks, http://www.nexgen-net.com, is the premier provider of tailored, high-capacity
communications services to carrier and enterprise customers. Nexgen Networks is committed to
delivering cost-effective, custom solutions coupled with superior industry expertise, service and support
that allows for unparalleled time to market connectivity. It offers a comprehensive suite of facilities-based
services including: Ethernet, SONET, Wavelength, Dark Fiber, Internet Access, Colocation and more. Its
fiber optic network leverages unique rights-of-way that deliver connectivity to the major metropolitan
areas in North America, Europe and the Far East. While consistently building upon its private and public
IP and Ethernet expertise and evolving its capabilities to continually meet the needs of its customers,
large and small, it has continued to maintain a superior standard of customer service and support.

